Galería RGR is pleased to present Pictorial Warps, Paul Muguet’s rst solo exhibition at the
gallery. The exhibit includes a selection of works that belong to three series he began in 2016.
The common interest of these series focuses on the recovery of Mexican textile motifs that are
part of the culture and visual identity, to recontextualize them in the art world through painting.
The exhibition will be presented from July 16 to September 10, 2022
For the development of each series, Paul Muguet started with a speci c object: the sarape, the
petate, and the rug, elements that have been part of everyday life in Mexico since ancient times.
Each one has social and technical symbolisms that are mixed with abstraction, geometry and
some formal elements of painting
The compositional principle in painting that belongs to the Sarapes series is the textile weave of
Saltillo’s typical sarapes in northern Mexico. This fabric is characterized by its vivid colors and
the gradients that recall the sunrises and sunsets in the elds. According to the artist, the
purpose of this series is to capture attention through an active surface with high color intensity
that seems to be moving and changing
The second series is linked to the petate. A type of woven palm mat traditionally used as a
sleeping surface, for drying food under the sun, for giving birth, or as a shroud. From this
element, Paul Muguet took up the diagonal pattern to interweave colors and make evident the
pigment’s body and texture. The act of weaving with color predominates in this series and gives
the artist endless possibilities to employ different color palettes to generate diverse
compositions
In his Tapetes series, the rhombus is the main motif. In Teotitlán del Valle, Oaxaca, Mexico,
tapestry rugs are made using the loom technique, and one of the recurring elements is this
gure, related to plow and ground fertility. Muguet mirrors a relationship with in some of his
works by the use of primary colors, devoid of any secondary alteration
With the development of these series, Paul Muguet generated an interest in the notion of textile
and the concept of weaving. The act of interweaving or intertwining one element with another
re ects a metaphor of unity and interaction. His paintings are objects at a middle point, in a
cross between the symbolism of Mexican textiles and abstract painting
Pictorial Warps covers a six year work focused on painting that revives symbolisms of objects
that have accompanied subjects throughout their lives; those elements that the Mexican
community has integrated as part of its cultural everyday life. Through the weaving of different
colors and patterns on each work surface, Paul Muguet has gathered diverse color
atmospheres with a sensation of balance and harmony. His works confront the viewer by their
verticality and proportion related to the human body and the portrait to manifest the vitality that
exists in the frontality between work and viewer.
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Paul Muguet: Pictorial Warp

About Paul Mugue
(Mexico City, 1975)
Paul Muguet studied at the Annecy School of Fine Arts and at the Nîmes Superior School of
Fine Arts in France. Since 2019 is member of FONCA’s Sistema Nacional de Creadores de Arte.
Through painting and sculpture, Muguet explores what he calls: “the worries, the interests, and
the emotions that emerge in a person's everyday life.” Therefore, references to routine are
fundamental in his work, ranging from common thoughts about death, time, and dreams to
familiar objects in a person's daily experiences
These experiences are inscribed in material cultures whose approaches to color and design are
particular. Muguet reactivates the complexity that culture has integrated as a part of its visual
normalcy. “Las Secuencias” (2017) and “Petates” (2018) reproduce color patterns of everyday
Mexican products (bags, beds, and mats), whose complexity and diversity acquire new
dimensions when recreated as paintings. Even if there exists a shared context where the
patterns refer to speci c objects, they coexist on a personal level, in which those very same
objects stop having a shared meaning and achieve a unique one that depends on the spectator.
This connection is one of the main motifs of the artist’s research
Muguet currently lives and works in Mexico City

About Galería RG
Galería RGR was founded by Ricardo Gonzalez in Venezuela in 2012 before moving to its
current location in Mexico City in 2018. The gallery champions both established and emergent
contemporary artists from across the globe, whose practices and research point toward the
distinct futures offered by abstractionism
Covering 260 sq m, the gallery space is located in the San Miguel Chapultepec neighborhood,
in a building previously used as the editorial of ces of Mexico’s youth magazine, ERES
(1988-2012). Using abstract art as a guiding thread, the gallery unites various artistic elds and
lines of thought. Having begun with the representation of key Venezuelan artists of the moderncontemporary art juncture, such as Carlos Cruz-Diez and Jesús Rafael Soto, the gallery’s
evolution has meant a continuous search for fruitful intersections between the present and the
near past, expanding beyond geographical limits
Through its exhibition program, Galería RGR creates critical dialogues around international
contemporary art production, mainly exploring abstraction as the base language, from its roots
in the modernist painters and sculptors of the mid-20th century to the most innovative
multidisciplinary proposals of our times. Exhibitions include seminal solo shows with artists
Carlos Cruz-Diez (2018) and Oswaldo Vigas (2019), marking the latter’s rst-ever solo show in
Mexico. The gallery’s international program represents artists from America, Europe, and Asia;
they hosted the rst Latin American solo shows for artists, including Jeppe Hein (2021) and Ding
Yi (2022).
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